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• My research
• First (multi level) results
• Security measures – house
• Fences – house and direct environment
• Maintenance – house, street and neighbourhood
• Questions
Today
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• The influence of environmental characteristics on the target selection 
process of burglars.
• GOAL: determine which environmental characteristics influence burglary
• Observational research
• 1552 dwellings
– 433 burgled in 2010
– 168 attempt of burglary in 2010
– 932 not burgled in 2010
• 1168 streets 
• 152 neighbourhoods
• On all levels observational data on for example maintenance, litter and 
graffiti is gathered
My research
How burglars select their targets
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1. A burglar choses a target in his daily routine, he looks at the environment 
to find a target
• Therefor only visible, observable characteristics are included
2. Target selection on multiple levels
• 3 levels are included; neighbourhood, street and house
3. A burglar also selects on characteristics that can not be replicated in later 
research, like the presence of guardians.
• Only stable factors are included
Choices
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Security measures




Predictor Coef (SE) Odds ratio –
(CI)
















σ2R 0.232*** 0.209** 
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Type of dwell ing




Predictor Coeff (SE) Coeff (SE) Odds ratio–
(CI)
Coeff (SE) Odds ratio–
(CI)










Row vs semi detached 0.20 (0.28)
Row vs apartment 0.05 (0.15)
Row vs highrise 0.45 (0.19)* 0.43 (0.18)* 1.53 
(1.08-2.17)
Ns
# security measures 0.27 (0.09)** 1.31
(1.10-1.56)
σ2u2 0.229 0.226 0.227
σ2R 0.251*** 0.244*** 0.241***
*** p<.001 / ** p<.01 / * p<.05
7/4/2014
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Fences – territoriality vs natural surveil lance 
How burglars select their targets
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Model M0 M1 M2

































































σ2u2 0.109 0.204 0.165
σ2R 0.051 0.026 0.028
*** p<.001 / ** p<.01 / * p<.05
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Low can see through
Low cannot see through




Low visibility with low fence
you can look through
Low burglary =
High visibility with medium 
fence you can look over but 
can not look through
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Maintenance and affluence
How burglars select their targets
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Model M0 M1 M2 M3






















































σ2u2 0.222 0.207 0.210 0.250
σ2R 0.203 0.222 0.210 0.190
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Maintenance and affluence – house, street and nbh
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Betrouwbaar observeren van omgevingskenmerken
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To be continued…
Questions?
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